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ABSTRACT
Several recently proposed techniques achieve latency reduc-
tion by trading it off for some amount of additional band-
width usage. But how would one quantify whether the
tradeoff is actually beneficial in a given system? We de-
velop an economic cost vs. benefit analysis for answering
this question. We use the analysis to derive a benchmark for
wide-area client-server applications, and demonstrate how it
can be applied to reason about a particular latency saving
technique — redundant DNS requests.
1. INTRODUCTION
Many techniques for improving latency in the Internet
trade off some amount of extra bandwidth consumption for
reduced latency. Examples include DNS prefetching [3], re-
dundant [9, 8] and hedged [4] queries, and speculative TCP
loss recovery mechanisms [5]. But what is the true cost of
the added overhead, and when is it outweighed by the la-
tency reduction achieved? In this brief note, we use an eco-
nomic cost vs. benefit analysis to study these questions. We
consider the tradeoff between cost and benefit in a specific
class of systems: wide-area client-server applications (such
as web browsing, DNS queries, etc.) involving clients us-
ing consumer-level connectivity and service providers in the
cloud. The framework we develop here serves as a baseline;
it can be refined or extended for other systems.
Our framework allows for various combinations of incen-
tives at the servers and the clients. In the common scenario
where both servers and clients care exclusively about their
own benefit, we show that any technique that saves more
than 10 ms of latency (in the mean or the tail, depending
on the metric we are concerned with) for every kilobyte of
extra traffic that it sends is useful, even with very pessimistic
estimates for the additional cost induced at both clients and
servers. This is a conservative bound assuming the most
expensive cost estimates we found; the threshold can be or-
ders of magnitude lower in many realistic scenarios, such as
when clients use DSL instead of cellular connectivity.
We develop a framework for comparing the cost of and
benefit from latency-saving techniques (§2); use this frame-
work to derive a benchmark for wide-area client-server ap-
plications (§3); and demonstrate how the benchmark can be
applied in practice via a case study (§4).
2. FRAMEWORK
Consider DNS prefetching, where web browsers pre-emptively
initiate DNS lookups for links on a webpage to save latency
if the user chooses to follow the link. Prefetching adds over-
head both to the client, which potentially sends DNS re-
quests for more links than the user actually follows, and to
the DNS infrastructure, which needs to service these addi-
tional requests. The corresponding benefit is the latency re-
duction at the client when following a prefetched link, which
also translates to an increase in expected ad revenue at the
server [2]. DNS prefetching affects several entities, including
clients, servers, and network operators.
We account for the cost and benefit to all the stakeholders
affected by any given latency-saving technique by comparing
the following five quantitities:
• ` (ms/KB): the average latency savings achieved by the
technique, normalized by the volume of extra traffic it
adds
• ps, pc ($/KB): the average price of processing extra
traffic at the servers and the clients
• vs, vc ($/ms): the average value from latency improve-
ment to the servers and the clients
We denote increased utilization in units of data transfer
volume and measure added cost at the server and the client.
Note however that these calculated costs are a proxy for
all the costs (not just bandwidth) incurred by all affected
entities. For instance, network operator costs are accounted
for via the bandwidth costs ISPs charge servers and clients,
and CDN costs are accounted for via the usage fees paid
by servers. One kilobyte of added client-side traffic in a
web service has server-side costs including server utilization,
energy, network operations staff, network usage fees, and so
on. In essence, we amortize all these diverse costs over units
of client- and server-side traffic.
From the perspective of a selfish client, any latency-saving
technique is useful as long as the benefit it adds outweights
the cost to the client: that is, `× vc ≥ pc, or in other words
` ≥ pc
vc
Similarly, a selfish server would need
` ≥ ps
vs
We will require that both conditions be satisfied in the
analysis in §3 – that is, the benchmark we develop iden-
tifies latency-saving techniques that directly benefit both
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Service plan Cost c Break-even benefit ` (msec/KB), assuming...
($/GB) server-side value client-side value
vs = $1.54/hr vc = $24.54/hr
Server-side plans ps ps/vs ps/vc
Amazon web services: “Common Customer” web app 2.67 5.95 .37
Amazon Route 53 (DNS) assuming 0.5KB/query 1.40 3.12 .20
Amazon CloudFront: U.S., 1 GB/mo, 1 KB/object .91 2.03 .13
Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure: bandwidth, Brazil .25 .56 .035
NearlyFreeSpeech.net: web hosting .25 .56 .035
Amazon CloudFront: U.S., 1 GB/mo, 10 KB/object .20 .45 .028
Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure: bandwidth, US .12 .27 .017
MaxCDN: based on “starter” plan overage fee .08 .18 .011
DreamHost: cloud storage, object delivery .075 .17 .010
Client-side plans pc pc/vs pc/vc
AT&T, low volume cell plan, based on overage fees 68.27 152.20 9.55
AT&T, high volume cell plan, based on overage fees 15.00 33.44 2.10
O2 mobile broadband, based on 1GB→2GB increment 8.02 17.88 1.12
AT&T DSL .20 .45 .028
Table 1: Estimates of the cost of added utilization (in GB of data transfer), and resulting threshold benefit
` (in milliseconds saved per KB of added utilization) at which a technique becomes cost-effective. Based on
providers’ publicly advertised prices as of August 2014, excluding taxes and fees.
servers and clients. Other combinations are possible. For
instance, a server might directly value both its own benefit
as well as the improvement in user experience at the client,
in which case we would need ` ≥ max {ps/(vs + vc), pc/vc}.
The analysis can be modified to account for whatever incen-
tives are necessary in any given application scenario.
3. ANALYSIS
Cost estimates. To estimate server-side cost ps, we use
a range of advertised rates for cloud services which imple-
ment usage-based pricing, listed in the second column of
Table 1. The most expansive (and expensive) of these is
the first line, based on an Amazon Web Services sample
customer profile of a web application.1 The profile mod-
els a 3-tier auto-scalable web application, with a load bal-
ancer, two web servers, two app servers, a high-availability
database server, 30 GB of storage, and other services, which
utilizes 120 GB/month of data transfer out of EC2 and 300
GB/month out of CloudFront. The resulting amortized cost
of $2.67 effectively models the cost (per transferred GB) of
an average operation in this system, including the cost of
all utilized services.2 The other services listed in the table
model the cost of more limited operations, such as DNS or
bandwidth alone.
On the client side, we limit this investigation to clients in
which the dominant cost of incrementally added utilization
is due to network bandwidth. Table 1 lists costs pc based
on several types of connectivity. For these calculations, we
assume a user who has paid for basic connectivity already,
and calculate the cost of bandwidth from overage charges.
Client-side bandwidth costs can be substantially higher than
server-side total costs in extreme (cellular) cases but are
comparable or cheaper with DSL connectivity.
1http://calculator.s3.amazonaws.com/calc5.html#
key=a-simple-3-tier-web-app
2This is likely pessimistic since it includes, for example, the
cost of increased storage which would not scale linearly with
an increase in service operations.
Of course, there are scenarios which the above range of
application costs does not model. For example, a cellular
client whose battery is nearly empty may value energy more
than bandwidth. But in a large class of situations, band-
width is the most constrained resource on the client.
Value estimates. The value of time v is more difficult to
calculate, at both the client and server.
For the server, direct value may come from obtaining
revenue (ads, sales). We consider the case of Google. A
study by Google indicated that users experiencing an artif-
ical 400 ms added delay on each search performed 0.74%
fewer searches after 4-6 weeks [2]. Google’s revenue per
search has been estimated3 at $0.0231; therefore, we can
estimate a savings of 400 milliseconds on a single search
generates, on average, an additional $0.0231 · 0.0074 in rev-
enue, or $1.54 per hour of reduced latency. As another es-
timate, a 500 millisecond delay in the Bing search engine
reduced revenue per user by 1.2%, or 4.3% with a 2-second
delay [7]. Using the latter (smaller) figure, combined with
an estimated4 revenue per Bing search of $0.0314, we have
a $2.43 per hour value. We use the more pessimistic Google
value of $1.54/hr in our calculations.
On the client side, value may be obtained from a better
or faster human experience. Among all the components of
our analysis, this value is the hardest to estimate: it may
be highly application-specific, and may depend on mean or
tail latency in ways best quantified by a human user study
of quality of experience. But as a first approximation, we
assume the value of time is simply the US average earnings
of $24.54 per hour in August 2014 [6], which implies vc ≈
6.82 · 10−6 $/ms.
Finding the threshold. We can now use our cost and
value estimates to solve ` ≥ p/v to obtain the break-even
point, in terms of the necessary latency savings per kilobyte
of additional traffic.
3Based on forecasts at http://www.trefis.com.
4http://www.trefis.com/company?hm=MSFT.
trefis&driver=idMSFT.0817#
Table 1 shows the break-even values of ` for various sce-
narios. For example, the table indicates that a server repli-
cating DNS traffic would obtain greater return in ad revenue
than the cost of increased utilization with any latency-saving
technique that saves more than 3.12 milliseconds per KB of
traffic that it adds. The values are divided into four quad-
rants, one for each cost/benefit combination:
• ps/vs (upper-left quadrant): break-even ` for a server
making a selfish decision.
• pc/vc (lower-right): a client making a selfish decision.
• ps/vc (upper-right): a server that directly values a
client’s quality of service.
• pc/vs (lower-left): a client that directly values the
server’s benefit. This is unrealistic: a client would
not typically value the server’s ad revenue yet ignore
its own benefit.
Interestingly, excluding the last unrealistic scenario, both
the server’s and the client’s worst-case break-even benefit
occurs in a similar range of 6-10 ms/KB; the client’s higher
costs are roughly balanced by its greater benefit. This anal-
ysis suggests that a given technique may be cost-effective
even in the most conservative cases as long as we can save
more than ≈ 6-10 milliseconds (in the mean or tail, depend-
ing on the goal) for each kilobyte of added traffic. Note that
this is the worst-case value: the threshold can be orders of
magnitude lower in many realistic scenarios. For example, if
clients use DSL (instead of cellular) connectivity and servers
use an external web-host (instead of managing their own
website on Amazon), the required latency savings threshold
drops to 0.25 milliseconds per KB of added traffic.
4. CASE STUDY: REDUNDANT DNS
REQUESTS
As an example, we now show how this benchmark can
be applied to analyze a particular latency-saving technique,
targeting DNS lookups: replicate DNS requests to one or
more publicly accessible DNS servers in parallel, in addition
to the default local ISP DNS server, and take the first reply
that arrives [9, 8].
In previous work [9, 8] we showed that this technique
can achieve a significant reduction in DNS response times.
Replicating DNS requests to up to 10 DNS servers in total
we observed a 24− 62% lower request latency in the mean,
median and tail than the unreplicated baseline. The abso-
lute improvement in all the metrics we tested was between
23 and 761 ms per KB of extra traffic added — compared to
the 10 ms/KB benchmark we developed in §3, this suggests
that replicating DNS requests to ≤ 10 DNS servers is always
cost-effective when considering raw DNS performance.
But protocol-level performance does not allow us to quan-
tify client-side benefit. Therefore, we now evaluate the appli-
cation-level impact of replicating DNS requests, by quanti-
fying the improvement in total web page load times when
the technique is used. We tested two deployments, Google
Chrome running on an Emulab node, and Mozilla Firefox
running on a laptop connected to the Internet via a resi-
dential DSL connection. On both deployments we started
with a list of 10 DNS servers, the local ISP DNS server as
well as 9 publicly accessible DNS servers, and ran the fol-
lowing experiment: (1) Rank the list of DNS servers in order
of their average DNS request latency. (2) Repeatedly pick
a random website from Alexa.com’s top-1000 list [1] and a
random level of DNS replication k ∈ [1, 10], and measure
the time the browser takes to complete loading the web-
site’s homepage when every DNS request during the page
load is replicated to the first k DNS servers in the ranked
list. We set a 30 second timeout and dropped all requests
taking longer than 30 seconds to complete (these were typ-
ically indicative of a failed script or a popup preventing the
page from loading completely).
Figure 1 shows the percentage improvement in mean and
95th percentile page load times (compared to the unrepli-
cated baseline) at various levels of replication. In both de-
ployments, we obtain a 6-15% improvement in the two met-
rics, translating to an absolute improvement of 200-700 ms
in the mean and 500-2300 ms in the 95th percentile.
Figure 2 normalizes the observed improvement by the traf-
fic overhead added and compares against the 10 ms/KB
benchmark from §3. The results show that replicating DNS
queries to 10 or more servers would be a net positive, both
in the mean and the tail, in all the scenarios we analyzed in
§3.
Note that we observe diminishing returns: while the im-
provement generally increases with the level of redundancy,
the incremental improvement from each additional DNS server
added to the system keeps decreasing. At what point does
adding servers cease to be cost-effective? Figure 3 answers
this question by comparing the incremental improvement
from each additional server against the 10 ms/KB bench-
mark from §3. The results suggest that while replicating
DNS requests to 2 (perhaps 3) DNS servers is better for
mean latency than not replicating at all, 4-way or higher
replication is, at best, an economic net neutral. We believe
higher levels of replication may be appropriate in the tail,
but at this point the data we have are too noisy to permit a
similar analysis of tail latency; we are working on repeating
these experiments at larger scales.
5. CONCLUSION
We proposed an analytical framework for evaluating tech-
niques that improve latency by trading it off for additional
bandwidth usage. The analysis suggests a simple bench-
mark for client-server deployments in which both clients and
servers care solely about their own benefit: any technique
that improves latency by more than 10 ms for each KB of
extra traffic it adds is economically a net positive, even with
very pessimistic estimates of the added costs at both servers
and clients. We showed how the analysis can be applied in
practice by using it to identify the choices of parameters
with which a particular latency-saving technique, DNS re-
dundancy [8, 9], would prove beneficial.
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Figure 1: Percentage improvement in page load times over unreplicated baseline
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